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In fact one cannot but  ask if  Machina really understands the mea- 

ning and the implications of his formulation of the local utility, and what  

is really in question. 

In any case it would be without any doubt eminently desirable that  

before hastily concluding that  the others are making mistakes, Machina 

should begin by seriously asking himself if he is not himself into error. 

Mark Machina's Paper 

1.- The Editor of "Theory and Decision", Bertrand Munier, sent me on 
May 27, 1994, a paper by Mark Machina with an attractive and provoca- 

tive title : "Two errors in the Allais Impossibility Theorem". It  would be 

impossible, indeed, not to answer such a paper for as the saying goes, 

"Qui ne dit mot consent" (silence gives consent). 

It is indeed only amazing that  i t  took more than ten years to 

Machina to answer the criticisms which I kept addressing to him from 

1983 until 1986. I f  my alleged errors were so obvious, why did it take so 

many years before they could be shown ? 

1.1 As a mat te r  of fact, I haven' t  been able until  now to answer  

Machina's paper. My time has been entirely used up, on one hand by the 

task of editing the first printed version of my 1943 work, in view of which I 

have awarded the 1988 Nobel Prize in Economic Science, with a new and 

long introduction 1, and on another hand by the task of publishing an im- 

portant book on Europe 2. Quite obviously, facing the choice to respond to a 

paper resting on erroneous allegations or to publish works having, in my 

view, an exceptional significance, I could not hesitate. 
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Still today, I am completely wrapped up in a new edition of my book 

"Economie et Intdr~t", which was effective also in the Nobel Award 3, in a 

new edition of my "Autoportraits" 4 with substantial additions, and finally 

in writing an important whole survey of my works in physics and on ani- 

sotropy of space 5. 

1.2 It appears however necessary and possible to provide the reader  

with some major observations on what  is effectively in question by refer- 

ring to my 1983 memoir "The Foundations of  the Theory of  Utility and 
Risk", and to my 1986 memoir, "A New Neo-Bernoullian Theory : The 
Machina Theory. A Critical Analysis', as well as to the Postscript which 

came with it. 

In fact, the alleged refutation by Machina rests fundamentally on 
mere errors and it is in total contradiction with the interpretations of  his 

theory of  local utility as he himself formulated them from 1982 on until 
1986, especially in his correspondence. 

Again as from 1983 to 1986, Machina's paper, due to its wording, 

makes  obscure what really is in question and uselessly complicates per- 
fectly clear questions. I shall give hereunder some illustrative examples 

of it. Pointing out to the following observations will enable the reader to 

easily perceive the errors made by Machina with respect to the interpreta- 

tions of  his theory such as he formulated them in his writings and his 
correspondence prior the writing of my 1986 memoir and 1987 Postscript. 

In any case, it is absolutely necessary tha t  the reader  first reads 

very carefully and completely my 1986 memoir (including the notes) and 

the Postscript to it 6 That memoir, which was entirely written in 1986, (a 

28 pages first draft  of which was circulated during the 1986 "Third  
Conference on the Foundations and Applications of  Utility. Risk and 
Decision Theories", in Aix-en-Provence), was only published in 1988. 
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The final version of tha t  memoir was entirely completed on 

November 3, 1986, and the Postscript, writ ten on the suggestion of 

Bertrand Munier, was completed on April 27, 1987. These papers could 

only take into account the observations which Machina presented before 

August 27, 1986, date by which I received the last letter which Machina 

wrote to me 7. 

1.3 The reader will understand that I cannot accept to spend too much 

of a scarce time to correct Machina's mistakes, line after line, as I did not 
stop doing during three years, from 1983 to 1986, whatever their present 

presentation. 

What matters is only that  the reader be enabled to make his own 

judgment  after a thorough reading of my 1986 memoir and of the 

Postscript to it, and in view of my observations on the assertions expres- 

sed today by Machina. Paralogisms, sophisms, mistakes and contradic- 
tions of Machina will by then without any doubt appear very clearly to 
him. 

The effective foundations o f  the proof  o f  the Impossibility TheoremL Five 
fundamental  properties 

2.- The proof of the Impossibility Theorem rests on five fundamental 
properties of the local utility theory in the discrete case, all formally 
recognized by Machina as precised in the following § 3 8. 

2~ Domaln of defudaon of the local utU~ index ln the dlscrete case 

"According to Maehina the local neo-Bernoullian index ~ (x ; p) in the discrete ease 
is well defined over the whole range 

(I) 0 -< x < M (11) 

in which M represents the maximum value ofx (1982, p. 294)". (M. 350 and 352) 
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2.b Defodtion of the loeal utility in the di~rete ease 

"The most general preference function is written in the discrete case 

~) = H (x 1 . . . . .  x i . . . .  Xn , Pl . . . . .  Pi . . . . .  Pn ) (20*) 

H is a function of the x i ,  Pi,  n being any integer". (M. 355) 
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• "In the discrete case Machina's "local utility" theory boils down by defining the local 
utility function by the definition equation 

(3) dp~) = ~ ~ (xi ; p) dpi (23*) 
1 

in which ~ (xi ; p) is the value of the function ~ (x ; p) for x = xi ." (M. 355) 

T h e  d e f i n i t i o n  r e l a t i o n  (3) m e a n s  t h a t  e v e r y  f u n c t i o n  ~ (x ; p) 

w h i c h  sa t i s f i e s  t h a t  r e l a t i o n  can  be  cons ide red  as a determinat ion o f  the 

local utility in Machina 's  sense, in  t h e  d i s c r e t e  case ,  and ,  r ec ip roca l ly ,  

e v e r y  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  of  local u t i l i t y  m u s t  sa t i s fy  th i s  re la t ion .  

I n  fact ,  local  u t i l i t y  is de f ined  b y  r e l a t i on  (3) for  given v a l u e s  of  n 

a n d  of  t he  (x i ,  Pi) a t  t he  (x i ,  Pi) point ,  dp~  is  t h e  f i r s t  o r d e r  d i f f e r en t i a l  

o f  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  5~) o f  (~ w h e n ,  a r o u n d  t h e  ( x i ,  Pi) p o i n t ,  t h e  Pi v a r y  b y  

8pi , t h e  f i r s t  o r d e r  d i f f e r e n t i a l s  o f  w h i c h  a r e  t he  dpi • N a t u r a l l y  we  

h a v e  ~. 8pi = O. Thus the variations 8pi are not independent.  
1 

W h e n  one  c o n s i d e r s  without  any  fur ther  specification a s u b j e c t  

w h o s e  r a n d o m  psycho logy ,  when facing a lottery for  e x a m p l e ,  is  r e p r e -  

s e n t e d  by  t h e  d i sc re te  r e l a t i on  (2), one assumes by the same token indeed 

that one has no other information whatsoever on his choice field. 

2.c Definition of the local n e o . l l e r n o ~  index up to a linear transformation 

in the discrete case 

"In the more general continuous case, according to Machina, if two calculations 
lead to two different expressions ~ (x ; ~p) and r f  (x ; ~o) of the local utility index we neces- 
sarily have 

(4) n* (x ; ~ )  = ~ (~0) n (x ; ~0) + ~ (~0) (Z2) 

in which ~(~0) and }a (~) are functionals of ~ independent of x" . (M. 350) 
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"In the discrete case this relation writes 

(5) ~*  (x ; p) = k II; (x ; p) + B (A 23) 

in which k and II are functions of the xi, Pi, independent of x". (M. 381) 

2~t Expression of the preference function ~ as a function of its moments 

"A discrete distribution of order n is fully determined if its 2n - 1 first moments 
are given, and conversely. Consequently, the preference function (20*) can always be 
expressed in the general form 

(6) ~) = G (M1 . . . . .  Mk . . . . .  M2n-1) (31) 

with 

(7) k Mk = S  Pi xi (32) 
1 

2.e Determination of the local utility function from the preference function as 

a function of its moments 

"From relations (31) and (32) we deduce 

G 
DG c } M k ]  dpi : i ~ [ k ~ _ . ~ _ ~ k  (8) d P * = Z i  [ k  Z b M k  bP i  

in which the dp~ represents the differential o f (  with respect to the Pi alone. 

"As a result it follows from the definition relation (23*) that the corresponding 
expression of the local neo-Bernoullian index is according to Machina's theory. 

b G  
(9) ~ (x ; p) = Z k ~ x k (42) (or A20)" ~ .  3s9) 

"Since from (31) we have in the discrete case 

(lo) dp,  : 

we have from (23*) 

(11) 

~ G  
dE 

~ ( x i  ; p ) = b G / b p i  (46) 

" (1~357) 
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"Thus, the expression (42) of the local neo-Bernoullian index is deduced, up to 
within a constant, by replacing the variable x i by the variable x in any derivative ~ G / a Pi. 
By reason of the symmetrical expression of the moments Mk as functions of the x i , Pi, we 
obtain an expression for the index g (x ; p) which is independent of the variable x i con- 
sidered 9. 

"When the preference function ~b is not expressed as a function of the moments, 
there is no direct way of calculating the neo-Bernoullian index from the preference 
function (20*) and the only way of doing this calculation is to start by expressing the 
p.reference function as. a function of moments in the form (31) 10 This can always be, 
done, and consequently, the local index in Macnina's sense can mwayo .,~ determ'....e 
(M. 360) 

n.9. Allais, 1983, n. 102, p.98 
n. 10. id., n. 102", p. 98" (M. 393). 

Indeed the reference to notes (102) and (102") of my 1983 memoi r  is 

here altogether essential. 

In  fact the nota t ions  g (xi ; p) and ~ (x ; p) a re  symbolic nota t ions  

and  we have  

(11') 7c (xi ; p) = 7c (xi ; M1 , M2 . . . . .  M2n-1) 

(11") x (x ; p) = x (x ; M1 ,  M2 . . . . .  M2n-1) 

:onfirmation by Machina of the validity of the five fundamental properties (a) 
to(e) 

3.- The full validity of the five fundamenta l  propert ies  (a) to (e) above re- 

sul ts  of  Machina ' s  cor respondence  prior to November 3, 1986, da te  a t  

which the final version of my 1986 memoir  was wr i t ten  9. 

3.0 Two prel'wninary observations 

Before I can proceed with the analys is  of these  five p roper t i es  in 

view of  Machina ' s  correspondence,  i t  seems necessa ry  to unde r l ine  two 

points : 

1- Firs t ,  as in his new memoi r  Machina  does not say nowhere that he 

changed his view with respect to his prior interpretation of his theory in 

the discrete case, i t  mus t  be considered indeed t ha t  the  s t a t emen t s  made  

by h im in his correspondence,  pr ior  November  3, 1986, retain their entire 

validity. 
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2 - Second, and  as  I s ta ted  i t  in m y  1986 Memoi r  lO : 

'WVhile Machina presented different examples of calculation of the "local utility" in 
the continuous case (1982, p. 295, and 1983 a, p. 274-275), by contrast, he has never given an 
illustration of the calculation of the "local utility in the discrete case. 

To shed light on Machina's theory and to bridge this gap, I presented in Allais 
(1983) the above calculation of"Iocal utility in Machina's sense in the discrete case, when 
the preference function is expressed as a function of the moments of the distribution consi- 
derecl ~ .  

At various times in 1984 and 1986, Machina confirmed that expressions (42) and 
(46) of 'local utility", deduced from expression (31) of the preference function as a function 
of moments and from the relation of definition (23"), does correspond to his theory conside- 
red in the discrete case 13. (M. 360-361) 

n.12. Allais, 1983, p. 47, § a.6, and n. 102, 103 and l13*,p. 98-101. 
[on p. 47, relation 47, read : - 1 u (x) .., instead of: + I u (x) ..] , 

n.13. His letters of January 19, 1984, January 17 and February 17, 1986 '. (M. 393) 

H a v i n g  m a d e  these  two essent ial ,  and  really fundamental observa-  

t ions,  I proceed now wi th  the  ana lys i s  of the  conf i rmat ions  expressed by 

Machina r ega rd ing  the  five proper t ies  (a) to (e). I th ink  I m u s t  forcefully 

stress again for the sake of the reader t h a t  Machina never gave any illus- 

tration of the calculation of local utility in the discrete case. 

3,~ Properly (a) 

Prope r ty  (a) was  formal ly  s ta ted  in  Machina '  1982 paper ,  p. 294, a s  

valid in all cases. 

3.b Property (b) 

On January 9, 1984, I sent a letter (4 pages) to Machina with  two 

Annexes ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  the  f i r s t  ve r s ion  of m y  1983 m e m o i r ,  "The 

Foundations of the Theory of Utility and Risk", and  a sked  h i m  for his  ob- 

se rva t ions .  

In  these  two Annexes, wri t t en  in N o v e m b e r  1983 and  respec t ive ly  

en t i t l ed  "On the Machina Formulation" a n d  "The Machina Formulation 

in the more general discrete Case", I m a d e  use  of  the  definition relation 

(3) above (§ 2.b) of local u t i l i ty  as well as of expression (6) above (§ 2.d) of  

the preference funct ion and  of the determination (9) (§ 2.e) above of local 

utili ty. 
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Annex I gave an illustration of the calculation of local utility which 

I used again in § 2.3.1.a.5 of my 1983 memoir (p. 46). 

Annex H precised in the most general discrete case the calculation 

of the local utility from the expression of the preference function in terms 

of  its moments. That  calculation was used again in § 2.3.1.a.6 (p. 47) of 

my 1983 memoir 11. 

• The only observation which Machina sent to me about  these two 

annexes in his January 19, 1984, letter is reproduced hereunder and it 

does only pertain to Annex I. In view of  property (c) below, Machina's ob- 

servation is in fact absolutely essential and, to tell the truth, quite funda- 

mental, as indicated in note (5) of my 1986 memoir : 

"This is a basic issue to which I drew Machina's attention in my letter of January 9, 
1984. In his answer of January 19, 1984, be wrote : 

"Here you refer to "the indeterminacy of the local utility function". I agree with 
you that the local utility function is only determined up to multiplication by a positive 
constant or addition of a constant". 

"Curiously, enough Machina did not mention in any way my letter of January 9, 
1984, in his (1986) memoir". (M. 392) 

In his 1994 paper, Machina again does not make any reference to it. 

In fact, as well in the two Annexes I and H to my January  9, 1984, 

letter, Annexes against which Machina had raised no objection, as in 

my 1983 memoir, "The Foundations of  the Theory of Utility and Risk" (§ 

2.3.1., p. 42-55, and notes 92-120", p. 97-105), I made use of properties (a), 

(b), (d) and (e), mentioned above (§ 2). 

Following the communication to Machina on January  11, 1984, of 

my 1983 memoir, no observation was made by him on properties (b), (d) 

and (e) used at several points bearing on local utility of my 1983 memoir. 

• Having raised no objection in 1984, other than the one mentioned 

above, on the two Annexes I and H of  my letter o f  January 9, 1984 and on 

my 1983 memoir, Machina has thus approved the propositions (b), (d), and 

(e). This agreement has been confirmed on several occasions later on 12 
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S~ Propen'y(e) 

Machina himself, in his letter of January 19, 1984, and when ans- 

wering my example of its Annex I, precised that local utility is determi- 

ned only up to a multiplicative factor and up to a constant, i.e. is defined 

only up to a linear tranformation, as I just  recalled above in § 3.b. That 

example was identical in the discrete case to the illustration I provided of 

the indeterminacy of local utility in my 1986 memoir, published in 1988, § 

2.2.1. (p. 356). 

As I had stressed in my 1986 memoir (3 3.b above), the January  19, 

1984, statement by Machina has a very exceptional importance in view 

of his later assertions. It means indeed that, in the discrete case, local 

utility is determined only up to a linear transformation for any value of  x, 

as is made clear in relation (5) of § 2.c above 13, and as it results from the 

property 2 a of § 2.a above. 

33 Properly (d) 

Following my letter of March 18, 1986, I sent to Machina my 1986a 

memoir "On the Determination of a Discrete Distribution of Order n from 

2n-1 Successive Moments". Upon that  communication, I received no ob- 

servation whatsoever from Machina. He thus confirmed his agreement 

with property (d). 

a,e Property (e) 

1- As indicated above (§ 3.b), Machina expressed indeed his full 

agreement with property (e) as early as his letter of January  19, 1984. 

That  agreement has been confirmed in a particularly explicit way in 

Machina's letter of February 17, 1986 (p. 2-3) concerning the § 2.3.a.1.6 (p. 

47) of my 1983 memoir, "The Foundations of Risk and Utility Theory", as 

follows : 

"Your second question concerns my agreement with your formulation of the 
local utility function in the case of discrete distributions, i.e. equation 47 on page 47 of 
Hagen and Wenstop, Progress in Utility and Risk Theory. 

Although I agree with the equation 45 of the previous page, it seems as if you 
have made a slight error in the derivation of equation 47 (the one you asked me about). 
Using your notation, it seems as if this equation should read : 

Z Of { [ u ( x ) . ~ ]  1 . ~)]-1 
~(x;R)=u(x)+ l-~ l - lu(X)~k Pk(U k } (47) 
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In other words, the negative sign indicated by my arrows was aecidently written as a 

positive sign in your paper. The reason that it is negative here is that fi enters negatively 
into the formula for u 1 . Needless to say, please let my know if you disagree with me on 
this point ! If  I am correct, I apologize for not noticing this the first time I read your 
paper ". 14 

I n  m y  l e t t e r  o f  M a r c h  18, 1986 (p. 1-2) I t h a n k e d  M a r k  M a c h i n a  as  

follows : 

"Thank you for the correction of the error of sign in relation 47, p. 47, of my 1984 
memoir. This same error is found again in relation (2) of note 102, p. 98, but the sign is 
effectively correct in relation (2), note 103, p. 98. The two above errors result from an un- 
fortunate misprint in a preceding manuscript. 

"What is essential is the renewal of your gev :ral agreement of your letter of 
September 10, 1984, on my calculation of the local utilit, in the discrete case. I wanted to 
be sure before sending to you my memoir 1986b, " mpossibility of the Validity of 
Machina's Formulation of Local Utility in Any Finite J )omain". 

In fact, the calculation of the expression (47) above of my 1983 me- 

moir was  jus t i f ied  by the  no te  (102) (p. 98) as follows : 

n. 102. The function ~ (x ; R) of relation (47) is deduced by replacing in each derivative 
~ / ~ pj the gj corresponding to pj by x". 

With the notations of the present memoir th i s  note  m e a n s  t h a t  t he  

local  u t i t i l y  7[ (x ; p) is o b t a i n e d  by  r ep lac ing  t he  xi b y  x in  each  expres-  

s ion ~ (xi ; p). 

above 

to the 

Therefore indeed the agreement given by Machina on relation (47) 

confirms entirely at the same time the properties corresponding 

relations (3), (6), and (11) of§ 2.b, 2.d, and 2.e above. 

2- The agreement thus given by Machina in his letter of February 17, 

1986, is indeed all the more important, as in itself it confirms at the same 

time properties (b), (d), and (e) of  § 2 above.  I n  v iew o f  § 8.5.5 h e r e u n d e r ,  

one  s h o u l d  s t r e s s  t h a t  expres s ion  (47) above  is indeed a polynomial, as  

a n y  e x p r e s s i o n  o f  local  u t i l i t y  d e d u c e d  f r o m  the  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  mo-  

m e n t s .  

I h a d  s t r e s sed  that very importance in  the  Postscript (p. 399-400)  o f  

m y  1986 memoi r ,  pub l i shed  in  1988, on M a c h i n a ' s  t h e o r y  : 

"a.- The proof of the Impossibility Theorem is based first on the calculation of lo- 
cal utility in the discrete case which I presented in Allais (1983), and which Machina 
has confirmed over and over again ... 
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b.- Machina's full agreement, confirmed several times since 1984, with this 
method of calculation is the more significant as it was he who brought to my attention 
the misprint, rectified in note 12 above, in AUais (1983)'. 

3 - It is absolutely essential to underline here that  in relation (47) indi- 

cated above the value xi of x of the definition relation (3) above (§ 2.b) of 

local utility is indeed replaced by the variable x. 

Therefore it  results that  for Machina any function ~ (x ; p) satis- 

fying the definition relation (3) (§ 2.b) of local utility for x = xi represents a 

determination of local utility for the values x different of xi . 

Therefore, considering the indications of his letter of February 17, 

1986, it results that according to Machina the expression (9) above (§ 2.e) 

(relation 42 of my 1986 memoir) represents effectively the local utility in 

Machina's sense over the whole interval (0 <_ x <_ M), and it is effectively a 

polynomial. 

Implications of  the five fundamental properties. The Impossibility Theorem 

4.- It is easy to deduce what the implications of the five fundamental 

properties are. The Impossibility Theorem finally results from these im- 

plications. This proof is purely mathematical and it can be immediately 

and rigorously deduced from the five fundamental properties (a) to (e) of 

Section 2 above, confirmed again and again by Machina (§ 3 above). 

4.1 General relation between two different expressions gand n* in the discrete 
c ~ s e  

"If, using two different calculation methods, two different expressions g (x ; p) 
and Iv* (x ; p) of the local index are obtained, we should have from (23*) 

(12) Z [~* (x i ,  pi ) -  ~ (x i ,  pi )] dpi = 0 
i 

whatever the dpi under the sole condition 

(33) 

(13) Z dpi = 0 " (34) 
i 

"Consequently, we necessarily have the n relations 

(14) ~* (xi, p) - ~ (xi ,  p) = K [M1 ..., Mk .... M2n-1] (3s) 

in which K is a function of the moments which characterize the local situation 
considered. 
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"This is a really essential theorem that Mazhina has not taken into account 7. 
In particular, it flows from this theorem that one cannot infer from the n relations (35), 
which are only valid for the n values considered xi of x, that 

(15) ~* (x ; p) - ~ (x ; p) = K [Nil .... Mk .... M2n-1] (36) 

whatever the value of x" (M. 357-358). 

"n.7. In fact, in his letter of April 10, 1986, Maehina states that K = 0. This is a funda- 
mental error which does not take account of the fact that the Pi are not independent va- 
riables (see Allais, 1986d and 1986c)" (M. p. 392). 

O n  th i s  po in t  see also § 5 h e r e u n d e r .  

42 Another expression n* (x ; p) oflotml utility 

"Now, considering the transformation 

(I6) Yi = f (xi)  (0 < f (xi) < f (M)) (37) 

in which f is any increasing function, the distribution of the Yi is perfectly defined if its 
2n-1 first moments 

(17) Mk = .~ Pi fk(xi)  ( I  - k -< 2n- l )  (38) 
1 

are given so that the preference function ¢~ defined by (20*) can also be expressed in the 
form 

(18) 1~ = G* ( M 1 ,  . . ,  M k  . . . .  M2n-1) (39) 

"From relations (31), (32), (38), and (39), we deduce 

~G* 
(19) dp~) = i ~. [ k ~ Do~I,kG* Dbpi M k' ] dpi = i ~. [ k Z - ~  t~(xi) ] dpi (41) 

"As a result it follows from the definition relation (23*) that the corresponding 
expression of the local neo-Bernoullian index is according to Machina's theory 

(20)  ~ * ( x ; p ) =  k ~ ( ~ G * / ~ M k )  fk(x)  (43) (ouA22)" (M.358-359) 

"The transformation y = f(x) is,a pure mathematical transformation devoid of 
any economic or psychological meaning. (M. 378) 

4.3 TheincompatibiUtyofthetwoexpressions zand  n* afthe 'toealutiltty"funetlon 
over the whole range 0 ~ x -~ M. Impossibility Theorem 

"Thus the two calculations lead to two expressions n and n* of "local utility". 
According to Machina they should be identical up to within a linear transformation for 
any value of x (0 -< x aM) 

(21) E* (x ; p) = ~, E (x ; p) + I~ (A. 23) 

in which R and ~t are functions of the Mk (or Mk) independent ofx. 
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"Thus, we should have, 

~G*  =~kZ ~ G  xk (22) ÷ ( 1 < k < 2 n - l )  (A.24) 

whatever the value of x over the whole range (0, M) and whatever the increasing 
function f(x). 

"As the partial derivatives 0G/~Mk and 0G* DMk and the coefficients k and tt 
depend only on the Mk,  and are independent of x, the relation (24) is totally impossible 
since there is an infinity of values of x over the range (0, M). In other words it is impos- 
sible to find any functions ~. and tt of the Mk,  independent of x, such that conditions 
(24) could be valid for any value ofx and for any function fix)" (Appendix A, M. 381) 15 

"This Impossibility Theorem shows the impossibility of simultaneously meeting 
the three following conditions : - definition of the local neo-Bernoullian index in the dis- 
crete case from relation (23*) ; - its validity over the whole interval (0, M) (§ 1.1.2 and 
1.3.1) ; and its definition up to within a linear transformation (§ 1.1.3 and 1.3.1). 

"Thus, the validity of the local neo-Bernoullian index definition is necessarily 
limited to the n considered values of xi in the case of a discrete distribution of order n ; 
as a result no derivative of any order of the local index can be calculated. Consequently 
the coefficientp of risk aversion cannot be determined, the Hypothesis I and H cannot be 
explicited, and  the very foundation of Machina's theory does collapse in the discrete 
case. 

"This Impossibility Theorem is all the more significant as all the empirical 
examples presented by Machina as supporting the local utdity theory relate to discrete 
distributions. 

'Will now Machina has been totally unable to present any valid objection to the 
demonstration of the Impossibility Theorem 8 "(M. 359). 

"n.8 : In his answer of April 10, 1986, to my two memoirs (1986a) and (1986b) sent on 
March 18, Machina states that my proof of the impossibility theorem was erroneous, 
but, as I have indicated in my two memoirs (1986d) and (1986c) sent on April 18, his ob- 
jections were based on mathematical mistakes. Machina has not been able to raise any 
~j ection to these two memoirs, and also to my synthesis memoir (1986i) presented at the 

x Conference. 
During the debate of June 12, 1986, Machina again did not present any objection 

to the impossibility theorem. He merely made some comments on his 1986 memoir 
(relating to some points of his 1982 and 1983a memoirs), which in no way answers the 
criticisms presented in my five memoirs (1986a), (1986b), (1986c), (1986d) and (1986i), and 
which in any case, makes no reference to these five memoirs " (M. 392-393) 16. 

As a m a t t e r  of fact  the equal i ty  o f  the two  express ions  (6) a n d  (18) o f  

G a n d  G* (§ 2 .d  a n d  4.2 above) represents  relat ively to x a m a t h e m a t i c a l  

ident i ty  wh ich  can be used  in any  calculation.  
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4~4 Another proof of the Impo~ibUity ~)eorem 

"Another proof of the Impossibility Theorem can be deduced from the general 
theorem on the determination of a discrete distribution as a function of 2n-1 consecutive 
moments (§ b above) by considering the following two expressions for ~) 

(23) (~ = G (Mq ..... Mq+k .... , Mq+2n-2) (P.3) 

(24) ~) = G* (Mr ..... Mr+k ..... Mr+2n-2) (r > q) (P.4) 

with calculations similar to those of Appendix A (Allais, 1986b, Appendix, p. 15- 
16)."(Postscript, M. 401) 17. 

As I have s t ressed in the  Annex of  my 1986b memoi r  (p. 15), "this 
another proof is somewhat simpler that the preceding one, and it has the essential ad- 
vantage to be independent of any transformation y = f(x)". 

4.5 Some Complementary Remarks 

A few essent ia l  points resu l t  f rom the preceding considerat ions : 

1- In  the  discrete  case, there  exists  an infinity of functions ~ (x ; p) 

which sat isfy the definition relation of the local ut i l i ty  (relat ion 3 of § 2.b 

above). 

2-  All these  funct ions are identical up to a linear transformation for 

the  xi values  of x. 

3- However, they are not identical up to a linear transformation for 

any value of x. 

4 - Therefore,  there  is no local ut i l i ty  function which would be well de- 

fined and differentiable over the entire interval (O,M), since on the dis- 

crete case every local utility function is only defined for the values xi ofx .  

5 - In view of  the proper t ies  stated by Machina himself (Sections 2 and  

3 above) of  local uti l i ty,  the proof  above of  the  Impossibility Theorem is 

crystal-clear  and indeed devoid of any defect. 
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~6 ~ e  mse of ~ntinuous or mi~ed d~trlbuti~ns 

As I s tressed in § P 1.3.e of my 1987 Postscript (p. 401) : 

"e.- Finally the Impossibility Theorem is valid only for entirely discrete 
distributions, since in the case of continuous or mixed distributmns, it is impossible to 
express the preference functional ~ as a well defined function of the infinite series of 
moments M1, M2 ,..., Mk .... (note 34 above)" (P.1.3.e, M.401). 

A str ik ing example o f  Machina's  mistakes  

5.- After I sent to Mark Machina my March 18, 1986, letter and my 

two memoirs joined to it, namely the 1986a one, "On the Determination of 

a Discrete Distribution of Order n from 2n-1 Successive Moments", and 

the 1986b one, "Impossibility of the Validity of Machina's Function of 

Local Utility in Any Finite Domain", Machina sent immediately to me an 

answer of April 10, 1986, in which he underscored that my memoir was 

essentially resting on errors. He wrote in particular : 

"Unfortunately the main results in this paper are incorrect. Let me first give a 
formal demonstration of this, and then point out the errors in your arguments. Iwill 
consider each argument in turn". 

5.1 - In fact his le t te r  res ted essentially on a refu ta t ion  of re la t ion (22) of  

§ 4.3 above which was grounded on the  considerat ion of the  der iva t ions  

with respect  of the  Pi of some relat ions of my  1986b memoir.  These deriva- 

tions had been made by taking the Pi as independent variables and  by 

ident ifying t e rm by t e rm the developments  of the two expressions above of  

dp~) (relat ions 10 and  19 of § 2.e and  4.2 above). Then  he showed easi ly 

t ha t  one mus t  have ~. = 1 ,  ~ = 0. 

As I did point  out  to Machina  in my  1986c memoir ,  "Machina°s 

Local Utility and the Allais  Impossibi l i ty  Theorem. Addi t iona l  

Comments" (20 p.), enclosed in my  le t te r  of  April 18, 1986, t ha t  deduct ion 

was completely erroneous and res ted  in fact  on an incredible misunders- 

tanding of the principles of e lementa ry  differential  calculus : 

"the brutal identification of the coefficients of the dpi in the two expressions of 
d~p would lead to the conclusion that we would have ~, = I, ~t = 0. 

"However such a deduction would be in general completely wrong. In fact the 
coefficients of two differential developments of a same function could only be identified if 
the corresponding variables would be independent. Such is not the case since the sum of 
the Pi is equal to one. 
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"All what can be said, replacing for instance dpn by its expression 
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is that  we have 

dpn = - [dpl  + ... + dpn-1] (43) 

relation which is obtained by identifying the coefficients of the differentials dpi of the n-1 
independent variables P l ,  P2 ,.., Pn-1 in the two expressions ofdp~". 

W h a t  to  s a y  h e r e ,  i f  n o t  t h a t  m a t h e m a t i c s  i s  a w o n d e r f u l  tool ,  b u t  

one h a s  to k n o w  how to u s e  i t  17". 

5 . 2 -  I c o m p l e t e d  i n  d e t a i l s ,  i n  m y  1 9 8 6 d  m e m o i r ,  " M a c h i n a ' s  

F u n d a m e n t a l  Wrong  S t a t e m e n t s  on the A l l a i s  I m p o s s i b i l i t y  T h e o r e m "  

(12 p.) ,  e n c l o s e d  a l so  i n  m y  l e t t e r  o f  A p r i l  18, 1986, m y  a n a l y s i s  of  t h e  

n u m e r o u s  o t h e r  m i s t a k e s  m a d e  i n  t h r e e  p a g e s  o n l y  o f  M a c h i n a ' s  l e t t e r  

o f  A p r i l  10, 1986, a n d  I p o i n t e d  o u t  in  m y  c o n c l u d i n g  r e m a r k s  (p. 7-8) • 

"As a matter  of fact Machina's letter does not respond in any way to the two 
Allais memoirs (1986a) and (1986b). I t  eludes the real questions, and the presented 
arguments, absolutely wrong, boil down to throw a smoke-screen on what is essential. 

What is essential is : 
a - the Allais statements concerning the moments of a distribution (Allais, 1986a). 
b - the two expressions of ~ and ~ * of the local utility function deduced according to 
Machina's definition from the two expressions of the preference function ~.  
c - the Machina statement according to which if two calculations lead to two different 
expressions ~ and ~ * of the local utility function, they should be tied by a linear relation 
in which the coefficients ~. and I1 depend only of the xi ,  Pi and are independent ofx .  
d - the Machina statement according to which the local utility function is valid over the 
whole interval [O, M]. 

"In the Allais memoir on the Impossibility Theorem it is absolutely necessary to 
distinguish very carefully. 
A - the Allais statements which correspond to Allais theory like the statements (a) 
above. 
B - the statements which are immediate consequences of Machina's theory like those 
corresponding to the Machina's statements as the statements (b), (c) and (d) above. 

"Instead of deviating the discussion from what is essential, and stating wrong 
arguments, Machina should precise explicitly the propositions with which he is in 
agreement, and those with which he does not agree, and why". 
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5.3 - In my  le t te r  of April 18, 1986, sending my two 1986c and 1986d me- 

moirs  in  answer  to the  Machina 's  l e t t e r  of  April  10, 1986, I wrote  espe- 

dally : 

"In fact I cannot but ask myself if you really understand the meaning and the im- 
plications of your formulation of the local utility, and what is really in question. 

"Indeed your answer is altogether superficial. It does not examine what is fundamental 
and does not answer to the rea[questions. 

'Thus it seems to me necessary to request you very firmly to answer explicity and really, 
and thatpoint bypoint, to my two papers 1986a and 1986 b ..." 

"I think that my two papers 1986a and 1986b are sufficiently clear, but considering the 
unbelievable mistakes of interpretation shown by your letter, I have written a new paper 
1986c underlining again the main points of my paper on the impossibility theorem. 

"In addition you will find in a fourth paper 1986d the answers to the comments of your 
letter of April I0, 1986". 

"I think that our next Round Table at Aix en Provence can be extremely useful and sug- 
gestive for all people and for beth of us, but for that it is evidently absolutely necessary that 
It be prepared with the greatest care and the greatest clarity. 

"No efficient exchange of view can take place if you don't compel you to answer point by 
point to the arguments presented in my two memoirs of March 18, 1986a and 1986b, and my 
two complementary papers of April 19 and 20, 1986c and 1986d. From the scientific point of 
view, that is the only conceivable method". 

And I added 

"In any case it would be without any doubt eminently desirable that before hastily con- 
cluding that the others are making mistakes, you should begin by seriously asking yourself 
if you are not yourself into error". 

Notwi ths tand ing  my press ing and  re i t e ra t ed  requests ,  by  te legrams  

and le t ters  of April 18, May 6 and May 21, I could neither obtain any answer 

from Machina to my letter of April  18, 1986, nor any observations on my 

memoirs 1986a, 1986b, 1986c, and 1986d. In fact, I only received a te legram 

of May 7, 1986, s ta t ing  : "I will bring a written response to the Conference". 

But  t h a t  response was not  brought  to the Aix Conference. 

In his l e t t e r  of J u n e  3, 1986, Machina  simply sen t  to me his commu- 

nica t ion to the  Aix-en-Provence Conference,  "CardinalProperties of  Local 

Utility Functions", which did not  answer  any  of  my  quest ions and which, in  

i ts "References" section, did ne i the r  ment ion  any  of my  memoi r s  on local 

uti l i ty,  nor  my 1983 memoir,  "The Foundations of the Theory of  Utility and 

Risk", nor  any  of my  four memoirs  1986a, 1986b, 1986c, and  1986d per ta i -  

n ing to the  Impossibil i ty Theorem. Particularly significant is the  absence of 

any  re ference  to my  1986a memoir ,  "On the Determination of  a Discrete 

Distribution of Order n from 2n-1 Successive Moments" (March 18, 1986, 15 

p.) and  to my  1986d memoir ,  "Machina's Fundamentally wrong Statements 

and the Allais Impossibility Theorem" (April 20, 1986, 12 p.) 
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The Aix.en.Provence Conference (10-13 juin 1986) 

6.- I presented to the Aix-en-Provence Conference of June  1986 a 

memoir 1986i, "Critical Analysis of the Machina Local Utility Theory. 
Working Paper for the MachinaoAllais Debate" (28 p.). 

6.1- On June 12, 1986, during the presentation of my Working Paper 

and the ensuing debate, I posted four large posters reproducing the main 

formulas of my Working Paper. One of these posters, Poster Nr. II, 

showed the basic formulae of the proof of the Impossibility Theorem in 

the discrete case. They were essentially relations (20*), (31), (32), (37), 

(38), (39), (40), (23*), (42 or A 20), (43 or A 22), (A 23) of my 1986 memoir, 

published in 1988 (all these relations are reproduced above). 

6.2 - In my 1987 Postscript, I precisely pointed out : 

"During the Debate of June 12 th, 1986, while contesting relation (23) of Appendix 
A for reasons he left unexplained, Machina stated that he agreed fully with relations 
(20) and (22) of this Appendix" (Postscript, p. 400). 

I recall here that  these three relations were the following : 

~G 
(25) ~ (x ;p) = k ~ ~ (M1 .... Mk, .. M2n-1)x k (1 <k_<2n-1) (A.20 ou42) 

G* 
(26) ~* (x ; p) = k Z - - ~  (M1 .... Mk, .. M2n-1) fk (x) 

(27) ~ * ( x ; p ) =  X ~ ( x ; p ) +  

(A.22 ou 43) 

(A 23) 

This agreement of Machina on relations (A 20) and (A 22) is of a 
decisive importance in view of his 1994 memoir. It was in fact a mere 

confirmation of his previous agreement in his letters of January  19, 1984, 

January  17 and February 17, 1986 18. That agreement was given during 

the Plenary session of June 12, 1986, which more than 150 participants 

attended 19. This debate has been attended by all participants with an in- 

tense and passionate attention. 
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6.3- The questioning by Machina of relation (A 23) has been all the 

stranger, as, in the same Conference, he presented a paper entitled 

Cardinal Properties of "Local Utility Function', p. 339-344 of the Volume 

edited by Bertrand Munier in 1988. 

If, indeed, local utility is to be characterized at the same time by an 

"Additive Invariance" and by a "Multiplicative Invariance", that means 

that it is only defined up to a linear transformation. As however, accor- 

ding to Machina, "the local index ~ (x ; p) is well defined on the whole 
range 0 <-x <_M ", i t  follows that  i f  two different calculations lead to two 

different expressions ~ (x ; p) and ~* (x ; p) of the local utility function, 

these two determinations are necessarily linked by a linear relation, 

which means that  they verify relation (A 23) above for any value of x (see 

also note 13 of § 3.c and § 3.e.3 above). 

6.4 - In fact, as the final text of the Postscript of April 27, 1987, was sent 

to him by Bertrand Munier, Machina had any possibility to object to my 

writing of the Postscript with respect to the debate of June 12, 1986, i f  it  

did not give a faithful account of the debate. The absence of any objection 

from his part can therefore be regarded as a confirmation. 

I think I should also add that, during that  debate, no single parti- 
cipant has ever questioned the general proof of the Imposs ib i l i t y  

Theorem, and especially the three relations above (A 20), (A 22), and (A 

23). 

6.5- It seems necessary to recall why I had been led to write the 

Postscript. The best to that effect is to reproduce here its two first para- 

graphs : 

"I thought that my proof of the Impossibility Theorem showing the non-exis- 
tence in the discrete case of a local utility function, continuous and differentiable over 
the whole interval (0, M), would be sufficient to induce Machina to rectify the 
mathematical analysis presented in his Econometrica paper and that he would specify 
its basic condition of validity, namely the absence of any discontinuity in the cumulative 
probability function. 

Since Machina has not presented any observation whatsoever on my paper on 
the local utility theory, especially on the Irnposibility Theorem and its implications, and 
since it seemed impossible to leave the reader in the dark regarding the invalidity of the 
proof presented as general by Machina, the editor of this volume, Bertrand Munier, 
asked me to specify the points on which Machina's mathematical theory is effectively 
not right, since its implications are in contradiction with my Impossibility Theorem 
relating to the discrete case ".(P. M. 398). 
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The  repea ted  refusals  to answer  o f  M a c h i n a  

7.- To m a k e  c l e a r  for  t h e  r e a d e r  t h a t  M a c h i n a  repeatedly  r e f u s e d  to  

a n s w e r  t h e  q u e s t i o n s  w h i c h  I k e p t  a s k i n g  h i m  before and after t h e  Aix -  

e n - P r o v e n c e  C o n f e r e n c e ,  i t  s e e m s  n e c e s s a r y  to  r e p r o d u c e  h e r e  s o m e  

p o i n t s  o f  m y  l e t t e r s  to  M a c h i n a .  

Z1 My letter of May 21, 1986 

'The least which can be said is that very few people understand your theory. 
Consequently it is evident that our Round Table could not be efficient if not very carefully 
prepared . . . .  

"There is no difficulty at all foryou to answer to the observations I have pre- 
sented in my four papers (1986a), (1986b), (1986c), (1986d), and in my letter of April 18, 
1986 ... 

"I haveprepared very carefully my two new papers 1986c and 1986d, and I have 
lost some time for that. It is absolutely necessary that you present your comments o n  
these two papers without delay and in any case before the Round Table. 

"Nobody could understand that you would not submit to this scientific 
requirement ... 

'WVhat is really interesting for the Conference is not to know who is right or 
wrong, but to have a clear idea of the scientific points which are in question ... 

"Here personal questions are absolutely secondary. The interest of science alone 
should prevail. 

"In any case any passionate element must be absolutely eliminated. I think you 
will agree completely with this requirement and the necessity to preserve our friendly 
relations". 

7.2 The letter from Machina of July 8, 1986 

F o l l o w i n g  m y  l e t t e r  o f  J u n e  17, 1986, in  w h i c h  I h a d  a s k e d  again  

and  in a very pressing manner  M a c h i n a  to t e l l  m e  w h a t  h i s  o b s e r v a t i o n s  

on  m y  two  1986c a n d  1986d m e m o i r s  a n d  on m y  1986i m e m o i r  w e r e ,  be- 

fore I s tarted to write the f inal  version o f  my memoir  of  November  8, 

1986, "A New Neo-Bernoull ian Theory : The Machina  Theory. A Critical 

Analysis",  M a c h i n a  l e t  m e  d e f i n i t e l y  k n o w  t h a t  h e  d e c l i n e d  to a n s w e r  : 

" In light of your recent letters, I feel that  we have probably reached a point 
where neither of us believes that  the other has adequately responded to the relevant 
points we have each raised, and that further attempts to do so via letters or discussion 
would probably be fruitless. Accordingly, I feel it is best that each of us try_ to present our 
respective views on the existence and cardinal properties of local utility functions in our 
separate and independent writings on these issues, and let readers in the profession 
decide for themselves whose mathematics is correct, which are the relevant issues, and 
how well each of us has handled them ". 
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7.3 My letter of August 4.I986 

As an answer to his July  8, 1986, letter,  I sent Machina a new 
letter, to ask him to reconsider his decision, as follows : 

" I wish that our friendly relations could be preserved and that in no case they 
could be, jeopardized by any polemic climate which would be absolutely regrettable. 

' For these reasons I cannot agree with the point of view you express in your let- 
ter of Ju!~, 8 ~ ... 

' You say that the best would be "to let the readers decide for themselves which 
are the relevant/ssues", But how could they do that if they dont know the precise points 
on which you disagree with the objections lhave presented ? ... 

"As my Aix memoir properly revised and completed will be published in any 
case, nobody could understand that you would have refused to precise in due time the 
propositions with which you agree and those with which you consider as erroneuous, 
especiall~ as regards the discrete case analysed in Appendix I ... 

As far as I am concerned I have never refused to anybody to present my obser- 
vations on the criticisms which werepresented. On the contrary I have always conside- 
red these re~luests as very useful. And to my knowledge there is no example in the whole 
literature of any author who refused to answer to the criticsms presented against his 
works. 

"Personally I will in no case take the responsability of any breaking of our 
friendly relations. 

"But you should realize that your refusal to present to me personaly your obser- 
vations (before any publication from you or from myseID on my above mentioned me- 
moirs on your theory (the writing of which as implied for me a quite important time) 
could only appear to me as a discourteous attitude, the only meaning of which for me 
would be a deliberate breaking by you of the friendly relations we enjoyed till now, and in 
this case naturally I would only have to derive the consequences of thls breaking". 

In his response of August 27, 1986, Machina simply referred me to 

his Econometrica paper of March 1982. This paper does not deal in any 

way with the particular case of  discrete distributions. Its analysis refers 

only to mixed distributions 20 

7.4 The 1994 Memoir of Machina 

One can only wonder indeed, after eight years during which he 

remained silent, at the reasons why Machina was led to write his 1994 

memoir. Maybe he thinks to have found today the elements of an appro- 

priate and well-grounded response to my objections of 1986. If  such is the 

case, it is only easy to show that  he is making again a very serious mis- 

take in view of his previous statements. 
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7w alleged 1994 refutation by Machina o f  the Impossibility Theorem 
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8.-  The preceding remarks allow me to easily show in what  the 1994 

paper by Machina rests on erroneous foundations in view of his previous 
statements as expressed in his correspondence. 

8.1 Machina's presentation of Allais' proof 

1 - Machina writes in his Section H (commentaries on relation 16 and 17) 

'~ro calculate the local utility function U (.;P) of the preference functional H(.), 
Allais takes the differential expanslon of its moment representation function G(M1,..., 
M2n-1), to obtain (19), so that (according to Allais) the local utility function of H(.) for 
outcome values xe [0, M] must be (20)". 

In fact, Allais' effective text (M. 380) reads 21 

" In fact as according to (4) and (6), we have 

DG ~ M k  "] 
(A 19) 

~ G  

--i ~ [ ~  ~ : :  .... ~ .... ~,..~> ~ ]  , ~  

in which dp~b represents the differential of ¢ in relation to the variables Pi , and 
according t6 Machina's definition of local utility and relation (46), we find 

b G  
~ ( x ; p ) =  .~ ~ (M1 ..... Mk . . . . .  M2n .1 )x  k ( l < k < 2 n - 1 )  ( A 2 0 ) "  

k 

2 -  Machina similarly writes in his Section H under his relation (17) 

" From equations (14) and (15), a similar differential expansion of G* (M1 ,..., 
M2n. 1) yields (21) so that (according to Allais) the local utility function of H*(.) for out- 
comes xe [0, M] must be (22)". 

In fact, Allais' effective text (M. 381) reads 21 

" Similarly, according to (17) and (18) we have 

b G* ~*--~i [~-:-~(": .... '~ .... ,,~.~ r~(x~] d~ (A 2 I) 
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and consequently according to Machina's theory 

~G* 
~* (x ; p) = ~k - ~  (M1 ..... Mk ..... M2n-1) fk (x) (A22) 

in which the partial derivatives aG*fdM k only depend on the Y~k and are independent of x". 

3 - It can be seen from these two quotations that  Machina has delibera- 

tely replaced twice the underlined expressions "according to Machina" of 

my text by the expressions "according to Allais". By this very replacement 

he falsifies indeed my text and deliberately misleads the reader. 

In fact, I inquired of Machina and made sure, at the time, that in 

the discrete case the definition relation of local utility is effectively the fol- 
lowing one 22 

(28) dp~) = Y~ ~ (xi ; p) dpi (23*) 
k 

Second, I also asked Machina and made sure, at the time, that gi- 

ven (23*) and (A 21) expression (A 22) effectively corresponds to the ex- 

pression of local utility according to Machina 23 

Hence indeed we can deduce from relations (23*) and (A 21) that  

expression (A 22) above represents effectively another determination of  
local utility according to Machina (§ 3.e.3 above). 

It is therefore really unduly misleading from Machina to delibera- 

tely replace, twice, the expressions "according to Machina" by the ex- 

pressions "according to Allais". It is indeed purely and simply a falsifi- 
cation of  my text which is morally and ethically absolutely inadmissible. 

8.2 The alleged first Allais ° e r r o r  

1- Contrary to Machina's assertions in Section III of his paper the  

real question is : "If, by two different calculations we obtain two different 
determinations of local utility, ~ (x ; p) and ~* (x ; p), these two determi. 

nations must be identical up to a linear transformation". 
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Machina asserted himself that property in his letter of January 19, 

1984, in response to my letter of January 9, 1984 24. 

2 - As I pointed out in Appendix A of my 1986 memoir (M. 378) : 

'The transformation y = f(x) is a.pure mathematical transformation devoid of 
any economic or psychological meaning'. 

This transformation simply leads to express the preference func- 

tion ~ in terms of the moments of the yi , instead of expressing it as a 

function of the moments of the xi • This expression does correspond to a 

mathematical identity relatively to xi and it allows to give another ex- 

pression of the preference function ~ as a function ofx. 

3 - In any case, the second proof of the Impossibility Theorem 25 is to- 

tally independent of any transformation y = f(x). It rests only on the de- 

terminat ion of the preference function ¢ using only 2n-1 consecutive 

moments of the xi .  Machina makes indeed no reference whatsoever to it. 

&3 The a//eged A//a/s' Second Error 

1 - According to Machina (Section H of his paper) one cannot deduce 

the determination (A 20) (§ 8.1.1) of local utility from the definition rela- 

tion (23*) (§ 8.1.3) recalled above 26 and from relation (A 19) above (§ 8.1.1). 

2- But precisely, I have inquired of Machina at the time and made 

sure that such a deduction is entirely valid for the local utility theory, 

and he has confirmed on several occasions his complete agreement. 

His agreement was explicitly expressed in his letters of January  

19, 1984, and of February 17, 1986, and it was publicly confirmed in Aix- 

en-Provence on June 12, 1986 28 

3- It  follows tha t  expressions ~ (x ; p) and ~* (x ; p) of relations (A 

20) and (A 22) above (§ 8.1.1 and 8.1.2) are indeed determinations of local 
utility in Machina's sense. 
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But, as I pointed out in my 1986 memoir, they are only valid for the 

values xi of x, and therefore they are not differentiable 29 

In any case it is very remarkable that  for the values xi of x the de- 

terminations (A 20) and (A 22) of local utility are effectively linked by a li- 
near relation 30. 

8.4 The crucial relations 

1- It follows from the above that  the three crucial relations in the 
proof of the Impossibility Theorem are the three relations (A 20), (A 22), 

and (A 23) considered here above 31. 

2- These three relations are based indeed on the agreements, given 

on several occasions by Machina himself, implying that they do corres- 

pond to his theory of local utility 32. It  follows from there that  there is no 

error whatsoever in the 1986 proof of the Impossibility Theorem. 

3 - I f  Machina objects today to that proof, he simply and purely puts 

himself in self-contradiction and he has only got himself to question. 

He cannot in any case object to my 1986 proof of the Impossibility 
Theorem, which rests on properties on which he explicitly expressed 
again and again his total agreement 32*. 

8.5 Seven significant errors of  Machina 

Due to lack of space, it is impossible to comment line after line on 

the mistakes committed by Machina in his 1994 paper 33. I shall limit 

myself to comment briefly seven particularly significant illustrations. 
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1- First Illustration 

According to Machina  (Section III) i t  would be impossible to obta in  

a de te rmina t ion  of local ut i l i ty  f rom a nonl inear  t ransformat ion  y = fix), 

which is in any  ease purely mathematical. 

This alleged impossibility is wrong, as the illustration given in the 

Appendix below (§ A 5 and A 6) shows in the case of the expected utility of  

yon  N e u m a n n - M o r g e n s t e r n  cons idered  by  Mach ina  h i m s e l f  (Sections 

III and IV of  his paper),  especially in his re la t ions (25) and  (26). 

2 - Second Illustration 

In  considering, a t  the end of Section III, "any outcome level y not 

in (yl . . . . .  Yn)", Machina  considers in fact a mixed distribution. 

But,  as I have  cons tan t ly  s t ressed,  the Impossibility Theorem is 

only valid for discrete distributions of a given order n and not for mixed 
distributions (Postscript, § 1.3.e) (see § 4.6 above). 

In  any  case, in the case of a mixed distribution Machina's theory 
is indeed not correct (see note 20 above). 

Moreover  for a n y  d iscre te  d i s t r ibu t ion  of  o rde r  n, n is given.  

Therefore  : 

'"the proof of the Impossibility Theorem assumes that all the xi are different 
from each other ant that no Pi is nil. If one of these conditions is not met, there is dege- 
nerescenee and the distribution considered is of lower ordre that n" (Postscript, M. 400- 
401). 

3 - Third Illustration 

In  Section IV "Invalidity of deriving the local utility function from 

the moment representation function" Machina objects to the possibility of 

representing identically a random preference function as a function of 

the corresponding moments, and of calculating its first derivatives from 
this representation. 
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This is an assertion which is quite incorrect. The representation of 

a random preference function in terms of the moments of its statistical 

distribution does correspond to a mathematical identity which can be 

used in any calculation. 

Since the first International Conference of 1952 on risk theory, no- 

body, absolutely nobody, has ever objected to such a representation and 
its implications 34. 

• In fact, it is always possible to determine the local utility from the 

expression of the preference function in terms of its moments.  The 

Appendix hereunder (§ A 4) gives an illustration of this possibility in the 

ease of the neo-Bernoullian formulation of yon Neumann-Morgenstern 

to which Machina does refer in his Section IV. 

In any case, Machina has himself given in 1986 his agreement on 

several occasions regarding the calculation of the local utility from the 

consideration of its moments (§ 3.e above). 

• Machina's position is all the more untenable as in the discrete 

case he never was able to give precise examples of direct calculation of 

the local utility from the general expression (2) above of the preference 

function (§ 2.b). 

In fact, and despite of my reiterated requests, Machina has been 

unable to explicit a well defined expression over the whole interval (O, 

M) of the local utility in the more general discrete case of the preference 

function oforder n, (~=H(x l  . . . . .  xi . . . . .  xn ,Pl  . . . . .  Pi . . . . .  Pn ) with 

Y~ Pi = 1 (§ 2.b), independently of any consideration of the moments. 

For lack of such an expression and in view of Machina's asser- 

tions the Machina local utility theory in the discrete case must be con- 

sidered as deprived of any real foundation. 
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This condition is indeed absolutely crucial. A theory which 

cannot be precised cannot have any scientific value. 

* In fact ,  and  as I a l r e a d y  wro te  in  my  1983 memoi r ,  "The 

Foundations of Utility and Risk" (note 102", p. 98) 35: 

"If, instead of considering the expression of the preference function f as a 
function of the moments, one would consider the function 

~) = h (gl, g2 ..... gn, Pl, I)2 .... Pn) (I) 

we would have 

In this case one does not see how it would be possible to define a "local utility" ~, 

i.e. a function g, meeting a relation similar to relation (39) 

d~b(q)) = ~ ~r (x ; q)) d {p(x) dx (39) 

which could be valid for the discrete case". 

* As a matter of fact, i f  one would renounce to express the 

preference function ~ in terms of its moments, one could generally not 

determine the local utility as defined by Machina. Without taking into 

consideration the moments, local utility in the discrete case generally 

reduces to a myth. 

4 .  Fourth Illustration 

In his Sections III and IV Machina  asser t s  t h a t  he  can use  yon  

N e u m a n n - M o r g e n s t e r n ' s  Expected Utility Theory as an  example  invali-  

dat ing the Impossibility Theorem. 

In fact, the Impossibility Theorem cannot be applied to any specific 

case whatsoever of yon Neumann-Morgenstern's theory. T h a t  t heo ry  is 

indeed a general theory  which applies in all cases, w h e t h e r  d is t r ibu t ions  

are  cont inuous ,  discrete ,  or mixed.  Yet, the Impossibility Theorem is 

only valid in the case of a discrete distribution considered alone (§ 2.b 

above), independently of a general preference field which, as  the expected 

utility theory does, would cover all possible cases. 
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It  one considers for instance the "expected utility" 

B=.Z Pi ui 
1 

u i  = eXi 

the expression of B as a mathematical expectation of e x remains valid for 
every distribution, whether continuous, discrete or mixed. In such a 
case, obviously, the Impossibility Theorem does no apply 36. 

In any case, the e x function is indeed representable for every value 

ofx  by an infinite series, limit of a polynomial of ordre n, for n infinite 37. 

• I t  is somewhat  paradoxical tha t  Machina calls upon the expected 
utility theory, which he expressly rejects, to try proving (altogether in 

vain) that  the Impossibility Theorem is incorrect. 

It  is proper to stress that  the von Neumann-Morgenstern theory 

which precisely Machina expressly rejects cannot be identified with the 

local utility theory, which profoundly differs from it. One could not apply 

to one what  is only valid for the other. 

• From a theoretical point of view, there is a very great difference bet- 

ween von Neumann-Morgenstern's theory and Machina's local utility 

theory. Although the first one has a great scientific value, the second one, 

when considered separately from its Hypotheses I and II is only an 

"empty box", according to Robin Pope's expression (my 1986 memoir, § 

4.1.3, p. 367), and as far as Hypotheses I and II are concerned, they are 

devoid of any theoretical or empirical justification (my 1986 memoir, § 1.2, 

p. 351 ; § 3, p. 361-364 ; § 4, p. 366-369 ; § 7, p. 375-376). 
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5 - Fifth Illustration 

• If  now, in the framework of Machina's theory and in the case of  a 

discrete distribution of  order n, one considers the preference function 

(31) {~ = Y~ e xi Pi 
i 

(moment of order 1 of the e xi distribution) one has effectively 

(32) dp~} = ~: e xi dpi 
i 

so tha t  according to the definition equation (3) of § 2.b the relation (11) of 

§ 2.e above can be written 

(33) ~ (xi ; p) = e~ 

and, in this case, expression eXi is effectively representable by a polyno- 

mial of order 2n-l, but only for the n values xi of  x. 

In fact, according to § 4.3 and contrary to the 1984 Machina's posi- 

tion (§ 3.e above) the determination 

(34) ~ (x ; p) = e x 

of local utility is only valid at  the (xi, Pi) points of the considered distri- 

bution 38 

Indeed Machina has never been able to demonstrate that in the 

discrete case the determination (33) of local utility could be valid for any 

value of  x, and that is precisely the purpose of  the Impossibil i ty  

Theorem to demonstrate that it is not so 39 
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6 - Sixth Illustration 

From his relation (25) of Section IV Machina derives his relation 

(26), and he concludes that local utility cannot be reduced to a polyno- 

mial. But this reasoning essentially assumes that relation (26) is valid 

for every value of  x, which is incorrect (see § 4.5.4 above). In fact, the lo- 

cal utility corresponding to a discrete distribution of order n can always 

be expressed by a polynomial of degree 2n-1 for all values xi of  the dis- 
crete distribution considered (see § 3.e and 8.5.5 above). 

• Indeed in view of the writing of Machina and in particular of the 

exclamation mark he uses after relation (26), one can only be amazed. In 

fact, the impossibility for the e x function to be represented by a 

polynomial of  degree 2n-1 for every value of  x does constitute precisely the 

grounding of  the Impossibility Theorem ! 

It follows that regarding the interpretation given by Machina of 

his Counterexample 2, one can only wonder whether it rests on an 

obvious blindness or on a patent bad faith 39*. 

7 - Seventh Illustration 

In his Section III  (Counterexample 2) Machina writes "To see that 

something must be wrong with formula 17 ..." (without making really 

precise what that "something" could well be). 

In fact, his formula (17) is nothing else that relation (A 20) (§ 6.2 

and 8.1.1). With different notations, this relation (A 20) is indeed nothing 

else than relation (47) of  my 1984 memoir, explicitly recognized as correct 

in the framework of the local utility theory by Machina in his letter of  
February 17, 1986 (§ 3.e above, especially § 3.e.3). 

The inconsistency of Machina is here blatant. 
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8.6 A Gener~ ~ 

A large part  of Machina's considerations rests upon the link he 

makes between the preference function corresponding to a discrete dis- 

tribution of order n and a more general preference function, of which the 

discrete d is t r ibut ion of order n considered in the proof of the  

Impossibili ty Theorem would only be a component (see for instance § 

8.5.2 above). 

All these considerations are irrelevant in their substance. To re- 

fute a theory which claims to be general, as in the considered case the 

local ut i l i ty theory of Machina, one may always limit oneself to the 

consideration of  one particular case. 

The par t icular  case I have considered in my proof of the 

Impossibility Theorem is the one of a preference function on which one 

has only two informations 40 : 

a - the value of the preference function ~ for the values of xl , x 2 . . . . .  

Xn ; P l ,  P2 .... , Pn at the considered point (xi, Pi ) with Pl + P2 + ... + Pn = 1 

b - the partial derivatives b~/~Pi at the considered point (xi, Pi). 

In this case, I have shown (and this proof is rigourous) tha t  there 

exists an infinity of local utility functions g (x ; p) satisfying the definition 

relation (3) of § 2.b above (relation 23* of my 1986 memoir), but that they 

are defined only at the considered point (xi , pi). All these determinations 

are identical up to a linear transformation. The essential conclusion of 

this analysis is tha t  there exists no local utility function ~ (x ; p) which 

would be well defined over the whole interval (0, M) and which would 

satisfy the definition relation (3) o f§  2.b above. 

In fact, the local utility in the sense of Machina at the (xi, Pi) point 

can only depend upon the informations (a) and (b), and it is a priori quite 

obvious that one cannot derive, from the sole informations (a) and (b), a 

local utility function which would be well defined over the whole interval 

(O,M). 
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M a c h i n a  a s  a R e c i d i v i s t  

9.- The pseudo-refutation of 1994 by Machina of the Impossibi l i ty  

Theorem is only a rewriting with a new dressing, but with analogous me- 

thods and errors, of his letter of April 10, 1986 40* 

Fundamen ta l l y ,  beyond numerous basic errors, Machina's ap- 

proach totally neglects those of my writings which are embarrassing him ; 

it attributes to me relations which are mere immediate consequences of  

his theory and on which he previously gave his agreement ; it totally ne- 
glects previous statements of  his correspondence ; it omits voluntarily 

every reference to essential memoirs ; it does not correspond to the fun- 

damental principles of intellectual honesty and scientific ethics. 

9.1 Non analyz~ and omlt~ju ,  ti~eations 

In his 1994 memoir, Machina does not take into account the deve- 

lopments of my 1986 memoir, the consideration of which shows the erro- 

neous character of  his assertions. 

I have given some examples above. Suffice it  to recall here some 

particularly significant illustrations : note (5) 41 ; note (7) 42 ; note (8) 43 ; 

notes (9) and (10) 44 ; note (12) 45 ; note (13) 46 ; note (32) 47 ; note (35) 47* of 

my 1986 memoir. 

The analysis of the texts cited in these notes was in this mat ter  

quite fundamental,  as especially the analysis of § 3 above shows, but 

Machina does not make any reference to them. 

Likewise, in his References no mention is made of  the Postscript, 

although this Postscript, written in 1987 on the request of the editor, 

Bertrand Munier, had a very essential importance in view of the founda- 

tions of the demonstration of the Impossibility Theorem 48. 
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9.2 The atb'ibution to Allais of relations implied by Machina's theory and approved by 

him in his correspondence 

Already in his April I0, 1986, Machina attributed to me on several 

occasions, as a result of a personal interpretation, relations resulting in 

fact from his own theory and from agreements previously given by him- 
self in his correspondence 49. 

In his pseudo-refutation of 1994 of the Impossibility Theorem, he 

has recourse again on several occasions to this technique, as I have he- 

reabove given two especially striking illustrations 50 

In fact, as I had already indicated in my 1986d memoir of April  20, 

1986, it is essential to distinguish very clearly and quite explicitly the rela- 

tions implied by my own utility and risk theory from the relations resul- 

ting from Machina's theory and explicitly approved by him 51 

9~ Not taking into account by Machina ofhis former statements 

Never does Machina take into account in his pseudo-refutation of 

the Impossibility Theorem his former letters, and especially those ex- 

pressly quoted in my final 1986 memoir, particularly in notes (5), (7), (8) 

and (13), which did constitute as many quite essential just ifying refe- 

rences (§ 9.1 above). 

9.4 Not taking into account by Machina of essential memoirs 

My 1986 memoir and its proof of the Impossibility Theorem have 

been the final outcome of a long sequence of memoirs, the references of 

which are indicated in the Bibliography which follows my 1986 memoir. 

Almost  all of these  memoirs  were wr i t ten  especially w i th  

reference to Machina and none of their results has been published or 

circulated without that I previously had made sure that they had the 

agreement of Machina with respect to the interpretation that I had given 

of his theory, especially in the discrete case. 
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Such was especially the case of the developments on Machina's 
theory presented in my 1983 memoir, published in 1984, "The 
Foundations of  the Theory of  Utility and Risk" 52. This analysis rests es- 
pecially on the fundamental properties (a), (b), (d), and (e) of § 2 above (§ 3 
above). They have been the subject of a whole correspondence with 
Machina confirming properties (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of § 2 above. It  is 
especially in this correspondence, my letter of January 9, 1984, and his 
answer of January 19, 1984, that, in response to the example which I had 
sent to him, Machina spontaneously enunciated property (c) of § 2 above. 

In fact, as early as 1984, properties (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of § 2 
above were totally confirmed by Machina. 

In my 1986a memoir, "On the Determination of  a Discrete 
Distribution of  Order n from 2n-1 Successive Moments" I analyzed pro- 
perty (d) in view of the literature (note 34 above), and Machina has pre- 

sented no objection whasoever at the time. 

My proof of the Impossibility Theorem was presented for the first 
time in english in my 1986b memoir, "Impossibility of the Validity of  
Machina's Function of  Local Utility in any finite Domain". As a matter  
of fact, this proof entirely rests on properties (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of § 2 
above. For each one of  them, I have relied indeed on the agreements pre- 
viously given by Machina in his correspondence 53. 

It is therefore absolutely inadmissible that  the references referred 
to by Machina in his 1994 memoir do not include my 1983, 1986a, 1986b, 
1986d, and 1986i memoirs, all communicated at the time to Machina for 
observations, and on which my 1986 memoir rests, especially the proof of 
my Impossibility Theorem. The same remark holds with respect to the 
Postscript of my 1986 memoir. 

9~ Mach/na and the/nte//ectua/honesty 

What to conclude from all these indications ? The least one can say 

is that intellectual honesty is not a dominating quality of Machina. 
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In fact, Machina did give again in 1987 two striking illustrations 

in this respect. As I wrote : 

"In two papers, Choice under Uncertainty : Problems Solved and Unsolved, 
(Economic Perspectives, 1987, p. 121-154), and Expected Utility Hypotheses, (The New 
Palgrave, A Dictionary of Economics, 1987, Vol. 2, p. 232-239), Machina does not cite any 
of my papers presented at the Conferences at  Oslo, Venice, and Aix.en-Provenee in 
which he participated as well. 

I believe that although on the scientific plane, one may agree or disagree with 
certain points of view, it is contrary to scientific deontology to he silent about t]~em whe- 
reas quite obviously they bring significant contributions'-54, 55. 

I can only regret that Machina could behave here as too many 

authors do. The fact is that : 

"Often too many authors still omit citing my work, maybe when it disturbs them, 
even when they are perfectly aware with it. For many people incapable of providing a 
well-founded refutation, their sole weapon is to remain silent. It may not be a very 
estimable method, but it is often a highly effective one. 

"But this is only a rear-guard action : and, sooner or later, the errors of the neo- 
BernouUian theories will end up by being clear for all to see. For the last twenty years, 
in fact, a change of opinion has been making itself more and more manifest, and it 
continues to grow" 56 

~lachina's theory o f  local uti l i ty  

10.- O n  the  whole  w h a t  j u d g m e n t  can  one give on  M a c h i n a ' s  t heo ry  ? I t  

s e ems  b e s t  to reca l l  he re  the  j u d g m e n t s  p r e s e n t e d  i n  m y  1986 m e m o i r ,  A 

N e w  Neo-Bernou l l i an  Theory : The M a c h i n a  Theory  - A Cri t ical  

Analysis,  a n d  i n  i t s  Postscript. 

10.1 General lack of understanding the real significance of Machina's theory 

"The real meaning of Machina's theory is generally not understood. Machina's 
texts are often elliptic, not very clear, ambiguous, and consequently difficult to read. 
Moreover they are even sometimes somewhat contradictory ; some very essential propo- 
sitions are not really justified ; and some do rest on evident mathematical mistakes. 
This simultaneously explains that so many people do not really understand it, as was 
very clear at the 1984 Venice and 1986 Aix Conferences, and the many errors of 
interpretation of some commentators" (M. 347-348). 

10.2 The Machina Theory in the Continuous Case 

"The local neo-Bernoullian index z (x ; q~) cannot be determined directly using 
experimental data. It can only be deduced from the knowledge of the preference 
function ¢ .  But in this case, any useful information is included in the function ¢ and it 
is useless to consider the local neo-Bernoullian index ... 

In any event there are no psychological or empirical justification of Hypotheses 
1 and II, and they are not testable" (M. 375). 
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"As a matter of fact, in the case of continuous distributions, the Machina local 
utility function is no more, under a new name, than the derivative of a line function de- 
fined a century ago in 1887 by Volterra (Postscript, § 1.5, p. 402). 

lOa ~ e  Maeblna Theory in the Di~rete C.ase 

"In the discrete case, it follows from the Impossibility Theorem that the local 
neo-Bernoullian index ~ (x ; p) only exists for the values xi corresponding to the random 
prospect considered. Consequently~ in the discrete case, the local neo-Bernoullian index 
no longer has derivatives and Hypotheses I and H can no longer be formulated. 
Machina's theory is thus deprived of any base" (M. 375). 

10.4 Overview afthe Machina Theory 

"On the whole, the Machina "local utility" theory is neither well defined nor 
testable" (M. 376). 

Either one does know the index of preference ~ and local utility i s  

useless, or one does not know it and local utility cannot be determined. 

Therefore, either local utility does not exist, or if  it exists it is useless. 

It  follows from these indications that  even i f  my proof of the  

Impossibility Theorem were incorrect (and it is not), Machina's theory 

would still be devoid of any real scientific value, and that  it is generally 

quite overvalued. Indeed it can only delude those who have only a super- 

ficial knowledge of  it. 

Why then devote so many efforts and so much time to refute such a 

theory ? The explanation is very simple. To write my 1983 memoir, "The 

Foundations of  the Theory of  Utility and Risk" in which I have tried to 

give an objective overview of seven very significant contributions presen- 

ted to the Oslo Conference of 1982, I was naturally driven to make up a 

clear and well-grounded opinion on Machina's theory, a task which, in 

view of his writings, was not particularly easy. 

In fact this critical analysis led me to study thoroughly some very 

interesting aspects of the theory of utility and risk. As I wrote in my 1994 
memoir 57. 
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"On the whole, the critical analysis I have presented and which is based notify 
on the theory of moments, goes very largely beyond the relatively restricted framework 
of the Machina theo_ry. As a matter of fact, this analysis has the advantage of focusing 
attention on some fundamental aspects of the theory of random choice, and on the 
impossibility of a correct representation and a correct explanation of the facts from the 
"basic concepts, tools and results" of neo-Bernoullian theories. 

With this reserve, and in view of the rei terated refusals of any use- 

ful answer by Machina (§ 7 above), I firmly intended until  today not  to 

pursue a t tempts  toward a dialog, the uselessness had become in 1986 

more and more blatant.  As for me, my 1986 memoir was to be a final 

point  to my analysis of the local ut i l i ty theory, which  in any  case is 

al together o f  secondary importance f rom a scientific poin t  o f  view. 

In fact, Machina's 1994 memoir and his pseudo-refutation of the 

Impossibility Theorem compel me today to answer and  so to loose a pre- 

cious time. But Machina should understand that  there are limits which 

one should not cross. As I already put it in my April 18, 1986, letter 58: 

"In fact I cannot but ask myself i f  Machina really understands the meanintg and 
the implications of his formulation of the local utility, andwhat is really in question. 

"In any case it would be without any doubt eminently desirable that before hastily 
concluding that the others are making mistakes, Machina should begin by seriously 
asking himself it he is not himself into error" 59 
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APPENDIX 

l U u s ~ n  o f  the representation of  the preference function 

by its moments and of  a non linear transformation 

in the case o f  the Von Neumann.Morgenstern 

and of  a contimto~ distr~ution 

$L1 - P r e f e r ence  funct/on con~ddered 

Le t  us consider  the  cont inuous case where  the  preference  funct ion is of 

the form 

(A1) ~ = ~ e x ~0(x) dx 

where  ~0(x) r ep resen t s  the  probabi l i ty  densi ty.  Express ion  (1) is linear 

with respect  to the probabilities. 

,4.2 - L ~ a / u t / / / t y  

One has (M. 348-349) 

(A 2) d~0~b = ~ e x d~o ~0(x) dx 

From there  we deduce (M.355, relat ion 23) tha t  the expression 

(A 3) ~ (x ; q)) = e x 

can be considered as a determination of the local utility. 

.4.3 - F.xpression of  the preference function as a function of  its moments 

One has whatever x 
x x k 

(A4) e X = l + ~  - + . . .  +-~-. + . . .  

and thus 

(A5) 

wi th  

(A 6) 

1 
= 1 +  M I +  ... + ~.v Mk + ... 

Mk = ~ x k Cp(x) dx 
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A.4 - See, a n d  expre~/ (m o f / o e a / u t / / / t y  

Thus we have 
x k 

According to (A 2), expression 

(A8) ~*(x;q)) = ~lxk 
k=lk! 

can be equally considered as a determination of local utility. 

Thus from (A 4) we have 

(A9) ~* (x ;~0) = ~  (x ; ¢p) - 1 

Thus we verify in the continuous case the l inear  interdependence 

of~*  and ~c. 

A . 5  - N o n  L i n e a r  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  

Let  us consider the non l inear  t ransformat ion 

(A 10) y = e x 

The probability density V(y) of y satisfies the condition 

(A 11) V(y) dy = q)(x) dx 

With the notations used in § 4.2 above, one has thus  

(A13) ~ = G*(M1 ... .  , M k  ... .  ) = M 1  

from which we deduce 

(A 14) dv~ = dvG* = dvM 1 = = ~ Y d¥ iV(y) dy 
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and consequently (M. 359) the expression 

(A 15) ~** (x ; ~p) = y (x) + tt 

where ~ is a constant. ~** reprdsents a third determination of local 

utility, and thus according to (A.3) and (A.10) one has the correspondance 

(A 16) ~** (x ; cp) = x (x ; ~p) + tt 

tl.6. Commentary 

This very simple example allows to verify tha t  in the case of the 

expected utility theory of yon Neumann-Morgenstern to which Machina 

does refer : 

1) One can always obtain a determination of  the local utility 

function as a function of the moments of the probability distribu- 
tion. 

2) The expression x* of the local utility derived from the conside- 

ration of the moments is identical, up to a linear transforma- 

tion, to the expression ~ directly deduced from the consideration 

of the preference function (when this direct determination is 

possible, as i t  is the case of the linear expression (A.1) above). 

3) After a transformation y = f(x) one can always obtain a deter- 

ruination x** of local utility as a function of x from the conside- 

ration of the moments of the distribution of y, and that  determi- 

nation is identical, up to a linear transformation, to the deter- 

mination ~ which can be directly obtained, or to the determina- 

tion ~* which is obtained from the consideration of the mo- 

ments of the distribution of x. 

I recall that in the case of a continuous distribution, the 

Impossibility Theorem is not valid (Postscript § 1.3.e), (§ 4.6 above). 
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(4) Autoportraits, Editions Montchrestien, 1989, 150 p. 

(5) Allais, 1995, Mes Travaux de Physique et l'Anisotropie de l'Espace. 

(6) In view of what is in question, it seems to me inconceivable that there could be 
readers who could not wish to consult personally this memoir as Maehina does sug- 
gest in his introduction : "For the benefit of readers who do not wish to consult Allais 
1988". 

It is also necessary that the reader read very carefully the analysis which I 
presented in 1983 of the Machina theory in my memoir "The Foundations of the Theory 
of Utility and Risk" (p, 42-55 and 97-105). 

On this necessity see for instance § 8.1 and § 9 below. 

(7) Since that date, i.e. in the last eight years, I have received no letter or message 
from Machina on the theory of local utility. 

(8) In the following, text I put on the right side the numbers of the relations of my 
1986 memoir, with the 'A" letter when they come from its Appendix A and with the "P" 
letter when they come from its Postscript. Iuse quotes for the quotations of my 1986 text. 
In addition, I add to the quotations of my 1986 memoir, published in 1988, the "M" letter 
together with the mention of the page. All quotations are presented in smaller charac- 
ters. I keep naturally the same notations which I used in my 1986 memoir and in its 
Postscript. 

(9) See § 1 above. 

(10) The mentioned relations are those indicated on the right of the above relations. 

(11) Property 2 e above (§ 2.e). 

(12) See in particular § 3.e hereunder. 

(13) See also Maehina's 1982 memoir, n. 43, and his 1986 memoir "Cardinal 
Properties of Local Utility Functions" published in 1988 in Risk, Decision and 
Rationality, edited from the Conference in Aix-en-Provence (p. 339-344). 

These papers deal in no way with the case of discrete distributions, but one does 
not see why what is valid in Machina's view in the case of continuous or mixed 
distributions would not be valid in the case of discrete distributions. 

(14) In the § 2.3.1.a.5, Illustration of the calculation of the local preference index in a 
particular case, of my 1983 memoir (p. 46), the relation (45) is as follows 

(x ; ~0 ) = (1 + k ~ )  u (x) - 0 . / 2 )  u 2 (x) (45) 

It relates to the continuous case. Relation (47) appears in the following § 2.3.La.6 
under the title : "Expression of the local preference index in the general discrete case of 
the Allais formulation". That formulation (relation 45 of my 1983 memoir) was only a 
particular illustration. 

(15) The relation 21 (or A.23) corresponds to the property (c) of Maehina (§ 2.c above, 
relation 5). On this Machina's property see § 3.e above. 
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(16) On the answer of April 10, 1986, of Machina to my two 1986a and 1986b memoirs, 
and on the analysis of his mistakes in my answer of April 18, 1986, and its two 1986c and 
1986d annexed memoirs, see § 5 below. On the debate of June 12, 1986, see § 6 below. 

(17) As indicated in this text, I gave the first exposition in english of that second 
proof in the Appendix of my 1986b Memoir of March 18, 1986, "lmpossibilit~ of  the 
Validity of Machina's Function of Local Utility in Any Finite Domain; which was 
joined to my letter of March 18, 1986, to Machina. No mention whatsoever is made of 
that 1986b Memoir in the 1994 paper of Machina. 

As a matter of fact it seems preferable to replace here in relation (23) above the 
2n moments Mq,  ..., Mq+2n. 1 of the Postscript by the 2n-1 moments Mq ....  , Mq+2n-2 

m - - (according to y 1986a memoir) with the addition of the first moment Mo = Z Pi = 1 
l 

which is a constant. The same replacement is made in relation (24). 
I have given the first proof od the Impossibility Theorem in Appendix III of my 

1984c memoir in french of October 1, 1984, "$ur la Signification et la Pottle de la Th~orle 
de l'Utilit~ Locale de Mark Machina (On the Meaning and Significance of the Local 
Utility Theory of Mark Machina)". 

(17") From relation (44) of my 1986c memoir we deduce 

(1) b G*/~pi - ~ G/~pi =k 

where k only depends of the moments of the x i .  
In the same way we have 

(2) bH/~pi-~G/~pi =i 

where H and G are defined by relations (2) (§ 2.b) and (6) (§ 2.d) above and where I only 
depends of the moments of x§. 

(18) Note (13) of my 1986 memoir (§ 3.0.2 above), of which Machina does not take any 
account. 

(19) More than 25 of the most important participants have received more than two 
months in advance my 1986a and 1986b memoirs. 

(20) In any case and as I pointed out in my Postscript of April 2, 1987 (§ P.1.4., M. 
401-402) relation (5) of the 1982 memoir by Machina should be completed in the case of a 
mixed distribution b y  three additional terms and it follows that in the most generat 
case, Machina's analysis is not correct. 

(21) It seems necessary to reproduce here relations (A 19) and (A 20) as they were pre- 
sented in my 1986 memoir. One should write in particular dp0 and not dO as Machina 
does (see § 2.b). 

(22) See above § 2.b and 3.b. 

(23) See above § 3.e. 

(24) See § 3.b and § 3.c above. See also the indications in § 6.3 above. 

(25) § 4A above. 

(26) § 2.b, relation (3), § 3.b, and 8.1.3 above. 

(27) § 3.e above. 

(28) §.3.e and 6.2 above. 

(29) § 4.1 above 

(30) § 4.1 above. 

(31) § 6.2 above. 

(32) § 3 above. 
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(32*) In his letter of September I0, 1984, Machina wrote to me on my analysis of the lo- 
cal utility, th.eory in my 1983 memoir ~The Foundations of the Theory of Utility and Risk : 

WVhile Ido disagree with many of your remarks regarding the interpretation 
and especially the empirical properties of my model, your overall description of the for- 
mal model is on the whole accurate. Sadly, I must agree with you that many of the par- 
ticipants at the Venice conference indeed- did not really understand this model". 

As a matter of fact my 1983 analysis did rest especially on properties (a), (b), (d), 
and (e) (see § 3.b, 3.d, and 3.e above). Here the general judgment of Machina is espe- 
cially signifwant indeed as regards the determination of  local utility over the whole in- 
terval (0, M). 

(33) They are too numerous. There is no single sentence in Sections I I I  and IV  o f  the 
Machina's paper which does not contain some error or some contradiction w i t h  his 
earlier statements. 

(34) During the 1986 Aix-en-Provence Conference none o f  the participants ever 
objected to this representation and its implications, 

On this representation see Allais 1986a, On the Determination o f  a Discrete 
Distribution of order n from 2n-1 Successive Moments. 

This memoir rests especially on the following works : 1928, Darmois Georges, 
Statistiquc Math~matique, Doin, Paris, p. 41-45 ; 1964, Godwin H.J., Inequalities on 
Distribution Functions, Charles Griffin, London, p. 9 and 13-15 ; 1977, Kendall M. and 
St-uart A. The Advanced Theory of  Statistics, vol. 1 :Distribution Theory, Griffin, Fourth 
edition, p. 114-115 ; 1943, Shoat, J.A. and Tamarkin, J.P., The Problem of Moments, 
Mathematical Surveys, Number 1, American Mathematical Society, p. 5-6, and 77-78. 

(35) On this point see 8 2 e above. 

(36) See § 4.6 above. 
The fifth and sixth illustrations below are related to the fourth, but they are fun- 

damentally distinct in their principles. 

(37) See § A.3 below. 

(38) § 4.3 above. 

(39) See § 4.5 above. 

(39*) See § 3.e above and 9.2 below, especially note 49. 

(40) As I have stressed in my 1986 memoir (Appendix A.4.a, note 35, p. 383), in the case 
of the illustration for n = 2 of the Impossibility Theorem : 

'It is assumed that no other information is available relating to the corresponding 
preference functional ~ in the case of discrete distributions of order n > 2". 

It was really diflqcult for me to be more explicit on this altogether essential point (8 
2.b above). 

(40*) See 8 5 above. 

(41) 8 3.b above, 

(42) § 4.1 and 5 above. 

(43) § 4.3, 5, and 6 above. 

(44) § 2.e and 3.e above. 
In his 1994 memoir, in particular in his Bibliography, Machina makes no refe- 

rence to my 1983 memoir "The Foundations of  the Theory of  Utility and R i s k ,  of which § 
2.3.1 presents a detailed analysis of the local utility theory, and in particular of the local 
utility concept in the discrete case (p. 42-55, and notes 92-120", p. 97-105). That memoir  
was communicated to him before it was published (8 3.b and 3.e above). 

(45) 8 3.0 and 3.e above. 

(46) 8 3.0.2. Machina's letters corresponding to n. 13 are analyzed in § 3.b and 3.e 
above. 
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(47) Here is the text of the note (32) of my 1986 memoir 
32. On the following proof see Allais 1986a ; - -  1986b ; - -  1986c ; 1986d ; and - -  

1986i" (M 394). 
Although all these memoirs are altogether essential, none of them is mentioned, 

except my 1986c memoir, 

(47*) Note 32* (§ 8.4.3) above. 

(48) See in particular § 3.e, 4.4, and 6.2 above. 

(49) § 5.2 above. 
See especially (§ 3.e above) the Machina's letter of February 17, 1986, and my 

answer of March 18, 1986. 
Indeed, with an incredible bad faith, Machina does contest today the interpreta- 

tion he has explicitly given in 1986 to the local utility concept (§ 3.e.1 above). As I have 
written to him : 

"What is essential is the renewal of your general agreement of your letter of 
September 10, 1984, on my calculation of the local utility in the discrete case". 

(50) See § 8.1 above. 

(51) § 5.2 above. 

(52) Section 2.3.1, p. 42-55, and notes 93-120", p. 97-105. 

(53) § 3 above. 

(54) Allais 1994, An Outline of any Main Contributions to Risk and Utility Theory, 
note 98, p, 216. . , ,  1 

Unfortunately this behavior ol lvlacnina is not new. Already in my letter of 
August 29, 1984, I have been led to write to him : 

"In your paper, The Economic Theory of Individual Behaviour toward Risk : 
Theory, Evidence, and new Directions, 1983, the presentation of my theory is totally un- 
fair as regards my 1977 Memoir (Allais and Hagen, p. 437-682). 

'~/et I have given to you in Oslo the list of the contributions of this memoir which 
you have completely neglected in your review of 1979 in the 'Journal of Mathematical 
Psychology' (On these contributions see Allais, Foundations ..., 1984, note 150, p. 113- 
114). 

"It is perfectly possible that, like most of the neo-Bernoullians, you don't admit 
the existence of cardinal utility, yet undeniable, but that does not give to you the right, in 
a review of the literature which should be objective, to neglect as you do in the last para- 
graph of p. 104, a general theory using this concept and of which the Neumann- 
Morgenstern appears simply as a particular case (Foundations ..., § 2.2.3, p. 35-42)". 

(55) In her memoir "Machina's Decision Model : An Empty Box ?" (University of 
New South Wales, April 30, 1985) Robin Pope writes : 

"According to Machina, Allais's theory is so inadequate that it did not even war- 
rant  a mention in Machina 1982, a 46 pages paper which analyzes !n detail the "Altais 
Paradox" and proposals, other than Allais's, for explaining this 'Paradox" (See e.g. 
Machina 1982, p. 278-279, 287-292, 302-306, and 313). This seems a crual irony when 
Allais constructed the "Allais Paradox" in 1952 as supporting empirical evidence for the 
Allais theory. The "Allais Paradox" has entered mainstream US economists thinking, 
but Allais's theory remains taboo, something rarely mentioned, let alone analyzed. 

'Machina s reason for continuing the cold shoulder treatment may be inferred 
from a review of Allais that he publishedin a psychology journal. In that review he re- 
bukes Allais for his "sins of omission" (Machina 1981, p. 164). One of the sins was that 
Allais's "1979 contributions consisted primarily of a restatement of his 1952 views", 
whereas in the intervening twenty years Allais should have tried to produce new fin- 
dings that whould "operationalize" his models (Machina, 1981, p. 169 and 171). He ex- 
horts Allais : Tour disciples and intellectual descendants ... are now formalizing your 
thoughts into well-defined and testable alternative models. Join them !" (Machina 1981, 
p. 171). 

The pretentiousness of Maehina's last sentence "vaut son pesant d'or" (is worth 
its weight in gold). 

(56) Allais 1994, id., p. 204 
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(57) Allais, 1994, id., p. 198. 

(58) § 5.3 above. 

(59) Indeed, an excessive pretentiousness associated with a profound misunderstan- 
ding of what is in question makes Machina unable to admit his own mistakes. As I wrote 
to him in my letter of August 4, 1986 : 

"As a matter of fact the whole litterature has shown a~ain and a~ain that the best 
minds are making mistakes, but what is significant is that they recognm" e their mistakes 
as soon as the evidence is given to them . 
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